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Dan Bayles, “Forward, March” from “The Apotheosis of Washington,” 2015

Continuing through October 24, 2015
The dome of the U.S. Capitol building may be a surprising subject for
a contemporary artist, but Dan Bayles’ new paintings ably unsettle
our complacent acceptance of the dome as a symbol of democracy by
suggesting new ways of approaching our history. Bayles starts with an
image of Constantino Brumidi’s 1865 “Apotheosis of Washington,” the
famed fresco in the dome — a structure built by slaves. The image, with its
heroic and whitewashed celebration of the founding fathers, is then subject
to Bayles’s scrutiny and deconstruction.
His paintings, varying in size from small to monumental, take a segment
of the fresco and interpret it in new ways. Colors and soft organic shapes
are emphasized rather than figures. Baroque styling gives way before color
field stains, impressionist daubs of paint and tiny, tight brushstrokes in
the vein of Lee Mullican. The titles of Bayles’ works — e.g., “Mechanics,
Commerce, Marine” and “Landscape with Reaper” — suggest the precision
of categories and metanarratives that construct our history, but his style
effectively renders them hazy, fragmented, and shifting. They refuse to
cohere. Thus, the interstices and margins of the fresco and of history
prove more compelling than the official narrative.
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Candice Lin, You are a spacious
fluid sac , installation view (2015).
Photo courtesy of the artist and
François Ghebaly Gallery.

A Room of One’s Own was written almost a century
ago, and it is still as prophetic as ever: “One must be
woman-manly or man-womanly,” or “Some marriage
of opposites has to be consummated.” The two
concurrent solo shows now on view at François
Ghebaly Gallery—Candice Lin and Dan Bayles—
consummate Woolf’s creed, each separately
subverting expectations of power and domination.
Bayles’ exhibition is meant to critique The Apotheosis
of Washington, a White House fresco (after which the
show is titled). And it does so violently. His floral,
marigold-red and yellow paintings are more
reminiscent of Charles Burchfield’s dandelion ghosts
and Elysian fields than the aesthetics of nationalistic
power.
Separately, Candice Lin’s You are a Parasite, an
immense sculpture central to her installation, turns an
invasive organism into a symbolic space to yield power
over others: a room of one’s own. Paper maché,
fiberglass, foam, and sheepskin illustratively
anthologize the human body with point-blank
anthropological precision, appropriating colonial
tactics and de-celebrating male humanness.
Lin’s work presents a particular form of contemporary
feminism involving chemical violence and its effects on
our bodies: something like Anicka Yi’s You Can Call
Me F, a performance and installation at The Kitchen
(New York) last spring, which speculated on dystopic,
bio-chemical warfare amongst the sexes, resulting in
the extinction of either (or both). Large and looming,
Lin’s work seems masculine, unlike Bayles’—pastel
colored and euphoric. Their critiques are less obvious
when viewed together, and certainly less “sexconscious,” as Woolf defines it. Today’s body politic
benefits from alloyed and oblique interpretative forces
like Lin’s and Bayles’ to combat the governing rules of
power which are often unadulterated: simple,
expected, and just as dangerous.

You are a spacious fluid sac and The Apotheosis of
Washington, run from September 12–October 24, 2015
at François Ghebaly Gallery (2245 E Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90021)

Dan Bayles, Apotheosis of
Washington in Four Flat
Parts (2015). Photo courtesy of
the artist and François Ghebaly
Gallery.

Dan Bayles, Giornata (2015).
Photo courtesy of the artist and
François Ghebaly Gallery.

Art review: Dan Bayles at Francois Ghebaly Gallery
Sharon Mizota
January 27, 2011

In 2006, the U.S. government abandoned construction of the Khan Bani Saad Correctional Facility, leaving a hulking, $40-million monument to its failed reconstruction
efforts in the Iraqi desert. The reasons for terminating the project included severe cost
overruns, but site inspectors also found grave construction flaws that rendered much
of what had been built unusable. The photographs documenting these mistakes are
the basis for Dan Bayles’ surprisingly serene paintings at François Ghebaly Gallery.
Like his earlier riffs on construction plans for the U.S. Embassy in Iraq, Bayles’ paintings of the prison are only loosely based on the photographs (included for comparison
on the exhibition checklist). They often take recognizable segments — aerial views as
well as close-ups of particular elements — and suspend them amid an alternate reality
or use them as the basis for nearly abstract compositions. Executed with a combination of loose brushwork and torn
paper collage in muted colors, the paintings have a soft-edged, ephemeral quality that belies their bombastic subject
matter. Concrete and steel are rendered frail and contingent in Bayles’ hands.
This misty quality speaks to the provisional, invented nature of the imagery. In one painting, Bayles isolates a zig-zagging
section of a concrete ceiling, buoying it with imagined scaffolding and streaks of greenery, as if the massive prison had
become a floating ruin, slowly being reclaimed by nature. In another, he has wiped the slate clean for the government,
returning three large rectangular buildings to empty, dusty plains. In some ways, Bayles turns the structure back into a
two-dimensional plan, continually reworking it.

Not surprisingly, these painted interventions partake of the same modernist
aesthetics that underpin such massive construction projects, especially carceral
ones. The ethos of form follows function and streamlined economies of scale
derive from the same ideologies that spawned modern abstract painting. Bayles
acknowledges and refutes this relationship in a pair of images that riff on the
meeting point of several concrete beams. Consisting mostly of hard-edged
angles and planes, they divide the picture into a complex skin of flat and receding surfaces.

Frieze Magazine
Dan Bayles
Ryan, Jeffrey
May 2008

One thing that has emerged from the latest Gulf War is a cottage industry of books about the
shortcomings, political myopia and spiralling failures of the American occupation of Iraq. The range of
dysfunction that has evolved on President Bushʼs watch is staggering and ongoing. Set against all this
has been the US governmentʼs attempt to build a new embassy in Baghdad, which will be the largest
in any country (rivalling the Vatican in size) as well as the most costly, with a price-tag of roughly $1
billion. Dan Bayles has used this scheme as the subject of a series of paintings entitled ʻNew Ruinsʼ
(all works 2007), and the two are perfectly made for one another.
The works are based on computer renderings that were accidentally leaked onto the Internet in May
2007 by Berger Devine Yaeger, the American architectural firm that designed the embassy (only to be
shut down by the State Department for security reasons). The paintings all have a palette of creamy
ground and sky, with patches of greenery cunningly made by collaging torn strips of paint onto canvas,
and photographs of rocky ground cut into small bricks and blocks ready for assembly. Seeing the
original plans, with their flat green digital lawns, sprinkling of Mesopotamian palms and crisp sightlines
through desert blue skies, we can appreciate the liberties Bayles has taken. For Marine Security
Quarters (US Embassy in Baghdad) (2007) he took a structure that has all the unmemorable appeal of
a dull science building on a third-rate college campus, deleted the morale-boosting volleyball courts
and left an empty yard with two small ponds. The biggest change was the hundreds of cobalt-blue
solar panels he placed on the roof. This isnʼt just a hopeful eco-friendly design suggestion but an
understated reminder that US Marines donʼt go occupying Middle Eastern countries in order to secure
their alternative energy sources.
In CAC West (US Embassy in Baghdad) what was once a group of anonymous buildings set back
behind a road and some grass now sits atop a landscape that looks like an inverted hillside, with poles
strewn all about, stretching skyward and piercing a sandy void below. Since the sky and ground are
the same, the hilly foreground and dark verticals combine to give the topsy-turvy impression that the
painting could work as well flipped upside down as right-side up. Adding to the subtle confusion, some
walls are neatly painted while others are aged and cracked, giving the structures an ideal mix of
messages. One has the distinct impression of an institutional and empirical future simultaneously
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However, at the crucial center point, where the major diagonals come together, Bayles introduces uncertainty: a scumble
of semi-transparent white paint that leaves the point where the planes meet in question. This gesture seems to allude to
the building’s faulty construction, but is also a pointed refusal of the clarity of geometric abstraction. Somewhere
between a faithful depiction and an idealized idyll, Bayles introduces fuzziness.

Yet the most compelling images in the show are a pair of small paintings of concrete cylinders, one intact, the other
crumbling. Studded with collaged “pebbles,” and decorated with cryptic writing, they are lumpy and pathetic and oddly
corporeal, almost like portraits. Humble fragments, they make the grand modernist plan look as if it were built on sand.

Photos: Dan Bayles, "(Site Photo 7) Khan Bani Saad Correctional Facility," 2009; (top), "(Site Photo 3) Khan Bani Saad Correctional
Facility," 2009. Credit: Courtesy of the Artist and François Ghebaly Gallery.

Dan Bayles
Wood, Eve
March / April 2011

Dan Bayles’ recent exhibition at Francois Ghebaly Gallery, a series of paintings that respond to the terminated
reconstruction project of Khan Bani Saad Prison in Iraq, comprises a unique exploration into America’s flawed
utopian efforts. In Bayles’ imagination, the physical space the aborted construction project left behind, abandoned
and half realized, stands, cratered into the earth, like an open-air-maw, skeletal and strangely alluring.

Works like Site Photo 24 stand as rigorous examinations of the variegated and often surprising brutality that exists
within nature, as it is altered, and in most cases destroyed, over time by man. Bayles transforms his subject matter,
in this case a length of barbed wire and the vertical red pylons that hold it up, into something beyond itself, indeed
into another world completely, wherein the wire restraints appear almost like spiral jetties in the sky, swirling and
turning in on themselves. Bayles conflates the sinister nature of the mechanized world at war with beauty that
exists within the objects themselves. In other paintings, like the more restrained Site Photo 3, Bayles depicts open
space and what appear to be three distinct fenced-in areas at the center of the picture plane. These open spaces
are strangely poetic, ludicrous and sad, as these areas appear to have no relationship with the surrounding terrain,
and could very well be holding pens for the dispossessed.

Other paintings are more playful and less ominous. Works like Site Photo 7 show a measuring tape against a small
concrete pylon that has been duly notated with a date and a location. This painting is reminiscent of Philip Guston’s
later works in which shapes became both sinister and comic simultaneously. Who knows precisely what this object
is, and it doesn’t matter because it exists, almost like the landscape, as something beyond itself, its original
structure lost somewhere along the way.

One could argue that these are “political paintings”, but I think that would be much too reductive, as Bayles seems
more interested in the haunted aftermath of abandoned space than in the political machinations that set the wheels
in motion. These are paintings that deal directly with what is left behind, and how often the leavings of any culture,
whether invaded or not, are assimilated back into the natural world. This progression is by its very nature, and
according to our own humanity, a process of degeneration that is strangely sorrowful. These buildings represent
our human frailty, and Bayles captures this beautifully and with great detail.

ARTslant
Dan Bayles: New Paintings
“Bayles in Chinatown”
Schad, Ed
December 2009

Dan Bayles paints the dead of winter, perhaps the day the wind lifts and knocks the tired and long
departed leaves off their branches -- outside Baylesʼ windows, broken paths and cracked sidewalks,
faded colors rustling out their last passages of defeated whimsy. The paintings are not apocalyptic
scenes, but instead are grey exercises in mid-winter chill as pale hues. Resolve towards spring has
not yet arrived.
Each scene out in the world -- the winter, the leaves, the trees, are viewed through a window, the
window of painting, and this window (used since the Renaissance as metaphor for a certain idea of
how painting regards and organizes the world), with its ledges and blinds, blocks any clear idea of
what is going on “out there.” The “out there” of leaves on trees is self-consciously fused by Bayles with
the idea of painting itself and how a painting can often add to but obscure the world with its
mechanisms.
The flickering back and forth between the reality of the “out there” and its mere image is where the
paintings attempt to receive their power. In this respect, the paintings are derivative of and do not
transcend the work of Jasper Johns, who has been playing these cards for decades.
Baylesʼ use of Johns is straightforward. The window blinds, at times, break up and crack into Johnsʼ
famous cross-hatch marks and the cross hatching fall across the field as crumbling earth or falling
leaves. The leaves, or what I think are leaves, mimic Johnsʼ flagstone motif at times. Also like Johns,
the cross hatches and flagstones can form and take apart an image of the world at once.
I admit that Bayles made me reflect on Johns, especially Johnsʼ late work where the private symbols
he accumulated over the course of his career (his house plans, his favorite paintings, his Queen
Elizabeth coronation vase) mix with the mechanisms by which he questioned expression and symbol
in painting (the device, the target, the cross-hatch). The cocktail of these two elements point to a deep
mystery in Johnsʼ world, humanity couched in irony, feeling hidden in mechanics, and symbols
perhaps so hermetic and obscure that you can do nothing but believe they stand in for something of
huge importance. It is difficult to find the source of Johnsʼ power.
Baylesʼ works do not contain any symbolic world that I can recognize other than painting itself and the
loose connotations of concepts like “winter” and “grey” and “chill.” There is nothing personal about
them. They lack the depth and complexity of Johns and seem to have Johnsʼ doubts about
representation but none of his richness. I ultimately got the feeling that Bayles understands painting
(which he obviously does to a great extent) but is unable to convey what is ultimately at stake –
meaning itself, our ability to communicate, our ability to reach beyond the fleeting and beyond the
winter into the depth that animates us.
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under construction and falling apart. Chief Mission Residence (US Embassy in Baghdad), with its
terraced landscaping and strong perspectives, looks like an architectural drawing in the manner of
those produced by Frank Lloyd Wright for Fallingwater (1934–8) – except bone-dry. On closer
inspection we see doorways that suggest points of entry into the edifice, but most of it is mere
chimera, as the collaged walls that exist remain largely unfinished.
The ambiguity continues in Deputy Chief Mission (US Embassy in Baghdad), which looks like a
dilapidated Case Study House with slabs of roof crumbling, tiny bricks falling out one by one, and a
relatively completed staircase. A modern interpretation of a white picket fence extends from a rocky
wall, with a sky-blue hot tub transforming what had been a concrete blockhouse into the backyard of
an upmarket residence – the only thing missing is a barbecue. This suburban mood is captured best
by a simple quadrilateral of vivid turquoise: a swimming-pool set in a sandy lot in Pool House (US
Embassy in Baghdad). With tennis courts flanking this tiny recreation centre we see verdant patches
here and there and a lone brick wall rambling behind the compound, turning its back on the reality of
the city outside.
These smartly executed paintings ask more questions than they answer: what is the point of such folly,
trying to create Palm Springs in the middle of the Green Zone? Like Thomas Cole in his series ʻThe
Course of Empireʼ (1834–6), Bayles is showing his fellow citizens their empire, but instead of depicting
the cyclical rise and fall from beginning to end he has conflated it all into one frozen moment of
entropy. In so doing, he not only gives us some apt metaphors for these imprudent times but also
shows us how things really are: dusty, unfinished, bankrupt and empty.
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Sharon Mizota
January 27, 2011
In 2006, the U.S. government abandoned construction of the Khan Bani
Saad Correctional Facility, leaving a hulking, $40-million monument to its
failed reconstruction efforts in the Iraqi desert. The reasons for terminating
the project included severe cost overruns, but site inspectors also found
grave construction flaws that rendered much of what had been built unusable. The photographs documenting these mistakes are the basis for Dan
Bayles’ surprisingly serene paintings at François Ghebaly Gallery.
Like his earlier riffs on construction plans for the U.S. Embassy in Iraq,
Bayles’ paintings of the prison are only loosely based on the photographs
the basis for nearly abstract compositions. Executed with a combination of loose brushwork and torn paper
collage in muted colors, the paintings have a soft-edged, ephemeral quality that belies their bombastic
subject matter. Concrete and steel are rendered frail and contingent in Bayles’ hands.
This misty quality speaks to the provisional, invented nature of the imagery. In one painting, Bayles isolates
a zig-zagging section of a concrete ceiling, buoying it with imagined scaffolding and streaks of greenery, as
if the massive prison had become a floating ruin, slowly being reclaimed by nature. In another, he has wiped
the slate clean for the government, returning three large rectangular buildings to empty, dusty plains. In some
ways, Bayles turns the structure back into a two-dimensional plan, continually reworking it.
Not surprisingly, these painted interventions partake of the same modernist aesthetics that underpin such massive construction projects,
especially carceral ones. The ethos of form follows function and streamlined economies of scale derive from the same ideologies that spawned
modern abstract painting. Bayles acknowledges and refutes this
relationship in a pair of images that riff on the meeting point of several
concrete beams. Consisting mostly of hard-edged angles and planes,
they divide the picture into a complex skin of flat and receding surfaces.

However, at the crucial center point, where the major diagonals come together, Bayles introduces uncertainty:
a scumble of semi-transparent white paint that leaves the point where the planes meet in question. This
gesture seems to allude to the building’s faulty construction, but is also a pointed refusal of the clarity of
geometric abstraction. Somewhere between a faithful depiction and an idealized idyll, Bayles introduces
fuzziness.
Yet the most compelling images in the show are a pair of small paintings of concrete cylinders, one intact,
the other crumbling. Studded with collaged “pebbles,” and decorated with cryptic writing, they are lumpy and
pathetic and oddly corporeal, almost like portraits. Humble fragments, they make the grand modernist plan
look as if it were built on sand.

Photos: Dan Bayles, "(Site Photo 7) Khan Bani Saad Correctional Facility," 2009; (top), "(Site Photo 3) Khan Bani Saad
Correctional Facility," 2009. Credit: Courtesy of the Artist and François Ghebaly Gallery.
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Dan Bayles’ recent exhibition at Francois Ghebaly Gallery, a series of paintings that respond to the terminated
reconstruction project of Khan Bani Saad Prison in Iraq, comprises a unique exploration into America’s flawed
utopian efforts. In Bayles’ imagination, the physical space the aborted construction project left behind, abandoned
and half realized, stands, cratered into the earth, like an open-air-maw, skeletal and strangely alluring.
Works like Site Photo 24 stand as rigorous examinations of the variegated and often surprising brutality that exists
within nature, as it is altered, and in most cases destroyed, over time by man. Bayles transforms his subject matter,
in this case a length of barbed wire and the vertical red pylons that hold it up, into something beyond itself, indeed
into another world completely, wherein the wire restraints appear almost like spiral jetties in the sky, swirling and
turning in on themselves. Bayles conflates the sinister nature of the mechanized world at war with beauty that
exists within the objects themselves. In other paintings, like the more restrained Site Photo 3, Bayles depicts open
space and what appear to be three distinct fenced-in areas at the center of the picture plane. These open spaces
are strangely poetic, ludicrous and sad, as these areas appear to have no relationship with the surrounding terrain,
and could very well be holding pens for the dispossessed.
Other paintings are more playful and less ominous. Works like Site Photo 7 show a measuring tape against a small
concrete pylon that has been duly notated with a date and a location. This painting is reminiscent of Philip Guston’s
later works in which shapes became both sinister and comic simultaneously. Who knows precisely what this object
is, and it doesn’t matter because it exists, almost like the landscape, as something beyond itself, its original
structure lost somewhere along the way.
One could argue that these are “political paintings”, but I think that would be much too reductive, as Bayles seems
more interested in the haunted aftermath of abandoned space than in the political machinations that set the wheels
in motion. These are paintings that deal directly with what is left behind, and how often the leavings of any culture,
whether invaded or not, are assimilated back into the natural world. This progression is by its very nature, and
according to our own humanity, a process of degeneration that is strangely sorrowful. These buildings represent
our human frailty, and Bayles captures this beautifully and with great detail.

Saatchi Online
Dan Bayles
“Criticsʼ Pick”
Taft, Catherine
December 2009

Formerly Chung King Project, Francois Ghebaly Gallery has re-opened under a new name and in a
new Chinatown location, and Ghebaly's international roster of emerging artists is still strong and
impressive. Unlike the painted cityscapes and topographies of Dan Bayles 2007 show with the gallery,
this exhibition moves the viewer into strangely abstract and structural interiors.
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ARTslant
Dan Bayles: New Paintings
“Bayles in Chinatown”
Schad, Ed
December 2009

Dan Bayles paints the dead of winter, perhaps the day the wind lifts and knocks the tired and long
departed leaves off their branches -- outside Baylesʼ windows, broken paths and cracked sidewalks,
faded colors rustling out their last passages of defeated whimsy. The paintings are not apocalyptic
scenes, but instead are grey exercises in mid-winter chill as pale hues. Resolve towards spring has
not yet arrived.
Each scene out in the world -- the winter, the leaves, the trees, are viewed through a window, the
window of painting, and this window (used since the Renaissance as metaphor for a certain idea of
how painting regards and organizes the world), with its ledges and blinds, blocks any clear idea of
what is going on “out there.” The “out there” of leaves on trees is self-consciously fused by Bayles with
the idea of painting itself and how a painting can often add to but obscure the world with its
mechanisms.
The flickering back and forth between the reality of the “out there” and its mere image is where the
paintings attempt to receive their power. In this respect, the paintings are derivative of and do not
transcend the work of Jasper Johns, who has been playing these cards for decades.
Baylesʼ use of Johns is straightforward. The window blinds, at times, break up and crack into Johnsʼ
famous cross-hatch marks and the cross hatching fall across the field as crumbling earth or falling
leaves. The leaves, or what I think are leaves, mimic Johnsʼ flagstone motif at times. Also like Johns,
the cross hatches and flagstones can form and take apart an image of the world at once.
I admit that Bayles made me reflect on Johns, especially Johnsʼ late work where the private symbols
he accumulated over the course of his career (his house plans, his favorite paintings, his Queen
Elizabeth coronation vase) mix with the mechanisms by which he questioned expression and symbol
in painting (the device, the target, the cross-hatch). The cocktail of these two elements point to a deep
mystery in Johnsʼ world, humanity couched in irony, feeling hidden in mechanics, and symbols
perhaps so hermetic and obscure that you can do nothing but believe they stand in for something of
huge importance. It is difficult to find the source of Johnsʼ power.
Baylesʼ works do not contain any symbolic world that I can recognize other than painting itself and the
loose connotations of concepts like “winter” and “grey” and “chill.” There is nothing personal about
them. They lack the depth and complexity of Johns and seem to have Johnsʼ doubts about
representation but none of his richness. I ultimately got the feeling that Bayles understands painting
(which he obviously does to a great extent) but is unable to convey what is ultimately at stake –
meaning itself, our ability to communicate, our ability to reach beyond the fleeting and beyond the
winter into the depth that animates us.
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Frieze Magazine
Dan Bayles
Ryan, Jeffrey
May 2008

One thing that has emerged from the latest Gulf War is a cottage industry of books about the
shortcomings, political myopia and spiralling failures of the American occupation of Iraq. The range of
dysfunction that has evolved on President Bushʼs watch is staggering and ongoing. Set against all this
has been the US governmentʼs attempt to build a new embassy in Baghdad, which will be the largest
in any country (rivalling the Vatican in size) as well as the most costly, with a price-tag of roughly $1
billion. Dan Bayles has used this scheme as the subject of a series of paintings entitled ʻNew Ruinsʼ
(all works 2007), and the two are perfectly made for one another.
The works are based on computer renderings that were accidentally leaked onto the Internet in May
2007 by Berger Devine Yaeger, the American architectural firm that designed the embassy (only to be
shut down by the State Department for security reasons). The paintings all have a palette of creamy
ground and sky, with patches of greenery cunningly made by collaging torn strips of paint onto canvas,
and photographs of rocky ground cut into small bricks and blocks ready for assembly. Seeing the
original plans, with their flat green digital lawns, sprinkling of Mesopotamian palms and crisp sightlines
through desert blue skies, we can appreciate the liberties Bayles has taken. For Marine Security
Quarters (US Embassy in Baghdad) (2007) he took a structure that has all the unmemorable appeal of
a dull science building on a third-rate college campus, deleted the morale-boosting volleyball courts
and left an empty yard with two small ponds. The biggest change was the hundreds of cobalt-blue
solar panels he placed on the roof. This isnʼt just a hopeful eco-friendly design suggestion but an
understated reminder that US Marines donʼt go occupying Middle Eastern countries in order to secure
their alternative energy sources.
In CAC West (US Embassy in Baghdad) what was once a group of anonymous buildings set back
behind a road and some grass now sits atop a landscape that looks like an inverted hillside, with poles
strewn all about, stretching skyward and piercing a sandy void below. Since the sky and ground are
the same, the hilly foreground and dark verticals combine to give the topsy-turvy impression that the
painting could work as well flipped upside down as right-side up. Adding to the subtle confusion, some
walls are neatly painted while others are aged and cracked, giving the structures an ideal mix of
messages. One has the distinct impression of an institutional and empirical future simultaneously
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under construction and falling apart. Chief Mission Residence (US Embassy in Baghdad), with its
terraced landscaping and strong perspectives, looks like an architectural drawing in the manner of
those produced by Frank Lloyd Wright for Fallingwater (1934–8) – except bone-dry. On closer
inspection we see doorways that suggest points of entry into the edifice, but most of it is mere
chimera, as the collaged walls that exist remain largely unfinished.
The ambiguity continues in Deputy Chief Mission (US Embassy in Baghdad), which looks like a
dilapidated Case Study House with slabs of roof crumbling, tiny bricks falling out one by one, and a
relatively completed staircase. A modern interpretation of a white picket fence extends from a rocky
wall, with a sky-blue hot tub transforming what had been a concrete blockhouse into the backyard of
an upmarket residence – the only thing missing is a barbecue. This suburban mood is captured best
by a simple quadrilateral of vivid turquoise: a swimming-pool set in a sandy lot in Pool House (US
Embassy in Baghdad). With tennis courts flanking this tiny recreation centre we see verdant patches
here and there and a lone brick wall rambling behind the compound, turning its back on the reality of
the city outside.
These smartly executed paintings ask more questions than they answer: what is the point of such folly,
trying to create Palm Springs in the middle of the Green Zone? Like Thomas Cole in his series ʻThe
Course of Empireʼ (1834–6), Bayles is showing his fellow citizens their empire, but instead of depicting
the cyclical rise and fall from beginning to end he has conflated it all into one frozen moment of
entropy. In so doing, he not only gives us some apt metaphors for these imprudent times but also
shows us how things really are: dusty, unfinished, bankrupt and empty.
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Artforum
Dan Bayles
Hebron, Micol
May 2008

Lately, segments of the US economy have been marked by extremes—witness the crash of the
housing market, the explosion of the art market, and the ever-increasing cost of the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. The $750 million price tag on the as-yet-unfinished US embassy in Baghdad is an
intriguing footnote to Dan Baylesʼs paintings of the embassy. His debut solo show features nine mixedmedia paintings based on computer renderings that were leaked onto the Internet last year. The
paintings depict the shell of a large yet unremarkable pseudomodernist structure in the midst of a
nondescript landscape. There is no evidence of the macabre decimation that currently marks the
region. Rather, the canvases are eloquently formalist exercises, with lines and colors that evoke Bay
Area landscape painters like Richard Diebenkorn. Bayles collages tape, paper, and paint with a
mature eye for balance and color, creating compelling perspectives and textures that are at first more
apt to evoke discussion of paintingʼs intrinsic characteristics than any subject matter, like a critique of
contemporary politics. Yet it is precisely the overt absence of dogma that makes these images
particularly poignant. Last year, it was revealed that construction on the embassy was $150 million
over budget and wrought with prohibitive structural and strategic problems. When images of the
architectural plans surfaced on the Web, they were quickly removed, to allay spotlighting yet another
botched component of US operations in the Middle East. Baylesʼs paintings historicize the incomplete
embassy as a modern ruin, alluding to the irreconcilable gaps between Eastern iconoclasm and
Western material indulgence.
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